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It is shown that propagation of two coherent electromagnetic waves of the same frequency but with
different wave vector directions produces in a conducting medium a periodic structure whose properties are
determined by the carrier dragging. The depth of penetration of this structure is comparable with its period
and many considerably exceed the wavelengths and the depth of their damping. This may be ascribed to
the presence of a periodic system of currents and magnetic fields due to carrier dragging by the interfering
waves. The amplitude of the potential relief of such structures exceeds the familiar Gaponov-Miller
potential by several orders of magnitude.
PACS numbers: 03.40.Kf, 72.96.+y

1. It is known that a strong electromagnetic wave
capable of causing nonlinear effects can modulate the
dielectric constant, the pressure, the temperature, the
carrier density, and other parameters of a medium, and
this leads to a number of such phenomena as stimulated
scattering of light due to absorption [1], self-focusing [2],
excitation of electroacoustic waves [3], etc. A special
role is played by effects connected with modulation of
the material parameters by the field of a strong standing wave. Mention should be made here of the KapitzaDirac effect[4] and of recent work by Bass[5]. The latter
has considered a plasma in the field of three standing
waves and, using the Gaponov-Miller force[S], has shown
that the motion of charged particles occurs in the field
of a certain superlattice, the periods of which in different directions coincide with the lengths of the corresponding waves.

The purpose of the present paper is to show that
dragging of the charges by electromagnetic waves can
lead to the onset of superstructures that differ significantly in their properties from those that can be obtained by using the Gaponov-Miller forces. In particular, we shall show that the superstructures considered
by us are connected with a system of stationary currents and magnetic fields that are periodically distributed in space, and this in turn causes the depth of
penetration of the superstructure in a conducting medium
to exceed greatly the depth of the damping of the electromagnetic waves. We shall show furthermore that
heating of the carriers, which leads to their dragging,
a factor likewise not accounted for in earlier studies,
leads to an appreciable enhancement (by several orders
of magnitude) of the amplitude of the potential relief
of the structure.
2. Assume that two coherent electromagnetic waves
of equal frequency '" but with differently directed wave
vectors kl and & propagate in a conducting isotropiC
medium. In the approximation quadratic in these fields,
a drag current h(r) is produced in the medium. In addition to the terms proportional to the power of each of
the waves separately, h(r) includes an interference
term that contains a factor of the form
cos (k,r-wt+<p,) cos (k,r-wt+<p,)

the curl and the divergence of the vector h(r) differ
from zero. It follows therefore that stationary closed
currents and spatial modulation of the charge density
can exist in the medium. Therefore the resultant structure is characterized by a spatially-periodic stationary
distribution of the density of the current and the charge,
of the potential, and of the magnetic field. The wave
structure produced in the case of a large number of
interfering waves is a superposition of one-dimensional
wave structures, to the analysis of which we confine ourselves in the present paper.
The drag current can be calculated by solving the
critical equation for the electronic distribution function
f(r, v, t):
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where S(f) is the collision integral, <f and f are the
summary saturations of the high-frequency electric and
magnetic fields of the crossed fluxes:
The field amplitudes are assumed to depend weakly on
the coordinates.
U Sing the solution obtained by Perel' and Pinskil[7]
for the kinetic equation, we can calculate the density
of the constant drag current
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The angle brackets denote the following averajP.ng with
the Maxwellian distribution function cPo = n(m/21TT)3/2
x exp(-m~/2T):

='12 cos( (k,-k,)r+<p,-<p,) +'12 cos( (k,+k,)r-2wl+<p,+<p,).
Averaging this factor with respect to time, we see that
a superstructure that is periodic in one dimension with
a period 21T/1 kl - &1 is produced in space. We shall call
it the wave structure.
At arbitrary polarization of interfering waves, both

where n is the electron concentration and T is the
temperature in energy units, and both vary slowly with
the coordinates, The quantities IJ and v* are the reciprocal relaxation times of those parts of the distribu-
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tion functions which contain the first and second
Legendre polynomials.
The functions x(v) and X'(v) are expressed in terms of
the functions A(v) and A'(v) of the article by Perel' and
Pinskii(7] and satisfy the equations
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Here liE is the reciprocal energy relaxation time. If the
collision frequencies do not depend on the carrier
energy, then these equations have a simple solution
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In formula (2.2), the term proportional to the
gradient contains two terms. The first is connected with
the heating of the carriers in a high-frequency magnetic
field, and the second is of the same type as the Miller
force. Since the curl of this term is equal to zero,
it cannot lead to the appearance of a periodiC current
structure in space, and its role reduces to the formation
of a potential relief analogous to that investigated by
Bass(S], but with an essentially larger amplitude. The
remaining terms of formula (2.2) describe the onset of
a periodic current structure.
When the collision frequencies do not depend on the
energy, we can obtain from formula (2.2) the following
expression for the density of the drag current excited by
the transverse waves:
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the currents of the carriers dragged by each wave
separately. The last effect, which has been quite well
investigated in a number of studies, leads to the appearance of a certain constant potential difference between the faces of the sample and cannot influence the
properties of the investigated structure in any way.
Assume that the spatial period of the structure is
much larger than the carrier mean free path. Then the
distribution of the quantities of interest to us is determined from Maxwell's equations together with the
material relations
dcp=-4np/e,
rot E=O,
rot H=4nj/c,
div H=O,
j,=oE,
(3.2)
E=-grad (cp+l'/e) =-gTHd <D.

Here cp, jJ., and cp are respectively the electrostatic,
chemical, and electrochemical potentials, H is the magnetic field and E will be called the effective electric
field of the structure, a is the static conductivity, € is
the dielectric constant of the medium, and p is the
charge denSity of the free carriers, which varies
periodically in space.
Let the z axis be normal to the surface of the plate
and assume that the vector k lies in the xz plane. We
can then assume all the quantities to be independent of
y. It is convenient to start the solution of the problem
with a definition of the quantity cp. The continuity equation
(3.3)
div i=-odCl)+ikjoe;k,=O
together with the boundary conditions
i.i._, .• =
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F=[kX[kXj.)).

Substituting in this expression the fields

j=

E(r) =E, exp {ik,r}+E, exp {ik,r},
H(r) =H, exp {ik,r}+H,exp {ik,r},

we separate from (2.6) the expression for the interference term, which we represent in the form
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The total current density is determined from expressions (3.2) and is equal to
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This is precisely the formula which we shall use in
the estimates. We note that the last term of (2.7) can be
interpreted as a high-frequency Hall effect in electric
and magnetic fields of different waves.
3. Consider a plate of finite thickness d, on the surface of which are incident two coherent electromagnetic
waves of equal frequency. The drag current h(r) produced in this case in the electron plasma leads to a
redistribution of the charges both inside the crystal
and on its surface, and excites in the medium a secondary current h(r). The total current is the sum of these
two currents:
j(r)=i,(r)+j,(r)=2 Re {j,e;k'}+j,(r).
(3.1)

exp~ik.x} {Fexp{ik,Z}

(3.6)
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where ex and ez are unit vectors in the corresponding
directions.
.
We consider individually the case of a half-space
(d-

oo )

i=-k-'exp {ik.x}{Fexp {ik,z}+F,exp {-k.z} (ie.-e.)}.

(3.7)

The terms of these formulas have different characteristic damping lengths. The first term attenuates over a
distance (1m kzrl, whereas the second term attenuates
over a length I kx 1-1 close to the period of the wave
structure. The last quantity is connected with the frequency and direction of propagation of the waves incident
on the crystal by the following formula:
(3.8)
k.=roc-' (sin e,-sin e,),
where 81 and 82 are the incidence angles of the interfering waves.

Here k '" kl -ld is the wave vector of the structure. In
this expression we have left out terms connected with

The second term of (3.7) describes a system of
closed currents connected with the condition that the
normal component of the total current vanish on the
boundary of the sample. The components of these currents jx and jz are shifted in phase by 11/2, i.e., they
are analogous to a certain degree to a system that is
circularly polarized around the y axis, namely, as the
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closed current moves along the z axis it rotates about
the y axis, and remains constant in magnitude. In the
case of a plate of finite thickness, the closed currents
exist on both surfaces of the plates and therefore the
correponding term in the expression for the current
has a term that attenuates with increasing distance
from the front face of the plate, and a term that attenuates with increasing distance from the rear face.
The current structure leads to the appearance of a
stationary magnetic field that is distributed in space. To
determine this field it is necessary to use Maxwell's
equation (3.2) and the expreSSion for the current (3.6)
with boundary conditions that ensure continuity of the
field on the boundary.

x

FIG. I. Distribution of the current lines of the structure produced
in a thick sample on the surface of which two coherent waves of equal
freq uency are incident at equal angles.

Outside the crystal we have curl H ~ 0, so that the
magnetic field is potential, H ~ - grad 'l1, where the
magnetic potential satisfies the Laplace equation v 2 'l1
~ O. Since all the quantities are independent of y, the
magnetic field component outside the crystal is Hy
~ - 8'l1/ 8y ~ O. At zero boundary conditions we obtain
for Hy inside the crystal the obvious solution
The equations for Hx and Hy under the continuity
boundary conditions lead in the interior of the crystal
to the solution
HJ. =exH.+e,H,=:!!:..;,v exp [ik..l:] {(k,-Ik.) (e,+ieJexp[ik,d
ck'
(3.10)
+k.(z-d)]- (k,+ik.) (e,-iex)exp[ -k.z] +2i(k.e,-k,e.)exp[ik,z]).

Outside the crystal, the magnetic field Hl is described
by the following formulas:
z<O,

HJ.(r)=H.L(d) exp {ik,x+kx(d-z)},

(3.11)

z>d.

The electrostatic potential is also distributed periodically in the wave structure. It is determined by the
first equation of (3.2), which assumes, after expansion
in the small increment to the chemical potential, the
following form
4ne' an
e a~

(3.12)

The boundary conditions ensure continuity of the normal
component of the electrostatic induction and of the
tangential component of the field. Substituting i[> from
formula (3.5) in this equation we obtain a solution for
the potential inside the crystal:
q>=flI+ikj,eik·/ox'

-2 exp {ik.x}D-'{A [x ch ,,(d-z)+(kh) sh x(d-z) 1
+B[" ch "Z+ (kJe) sh "z]}.
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Here
x'=q'+k',

A= k. flI(0)+_1_. [eF,-eq'j,'+ik.kj.],
£.

jr

q'=--.

FIG. 2. Distribution of the force lines of the constant magnetic
field produced near the surface of a sample in which a periodic current
structure is produced.

D=(,,+k.Ie)'e""-(x-k.Ie)'r"",

The formulas obtained for the magnetic field have a
number of singularities that should be noted. First, Hl
differs from zero only when the dragging-current component differs from zero. Second, in addition to the
plane-polarized power connected with the drag current,
the magnetic field has two terms which can be called
left- and right-circularly polarized (in the same sense
as for the current). These Circularly-polarized terms
are due to the finite thickness of the plate, and one of
them is damped with increasing distance from the front
face and the other from the rear face of the plate. Figures 1 and 2 show the distributions of the current lines
and of the magnetic field in the xz plane near the boundary of a thick sample. The distribution of the level
lines for the magnetic field component Hy can be easily
visualized by examining Fig. 1.

"'-<p-q'<p=-q'flI,

:r

(3.9)

H.(r) =-4nij,(r)/ckx •

HJ.(r)=HJ.(O) exp {ik..l:+k.z},

uuuuuu

(3.13)

ae)(lI.

B= k. flI(d)+ exp {ik,d} {-eF,+eq';,'+ik.kj,].
e
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The density of the uncompensated charge is calculated
from the formula
p=eq'(flI-q»/4n.

(3.14)

The physical meaning of each of the three terms of
formula (3.13) is obvious: the second term describes
the contribution made to the potential by the charges
generated by the two waves, owing to the nonvanishing
div h, while the last term describes the screening of
the excess space charge which arises near the front
and rear faces of the sample. In a real situation the inequality Iql »Ikl is always satisfied. In this case it is
convenient to use for the estimates an approximate
formula derived for a half-space
q>=flI+ ikj, ei"- exp {-qz+ik.x} [F,-ik.kj,-ek'j,'j.
oq'
oek'q

(3.15)

We see that the periodic distribution of the charge
density and of the electrostatic potential, which appear
in the wave structure in the limit I ql » Ikl (i.e., in
the case of strong screening), cease to depend on q. This
does not pertain to the surface charge, which comes
closer to the surface with increasing q and increases in
magnitude. The case Ikl »1 ql is apparently difficult to
realize. We note that the principal terms in the expanSion of cp and p in the parameter q/lkl vanish in this
case.
The potential outside the crystal is determined completely by the potential on the surface:
A. Va. Vinnikov and L.
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A. Let the colliSion frequency in the semiconductor
be II ~ 11* ~ '" and let the free-carrier density be n ~ lOIS
cm-3. We assume the effective mass to be m ~ 10-28 g;
To permit a quantitative comparison of our results
if it is smaller, this only enhances the investigated efwith preceding studies, let us compare the amplitude of
fect. Simple calculations lead to the following estimates
our potential with the amplitude of the Gaponov-Miller
of the amplitudes of the quantities of interest to us:
potential(6 J, which was used by Bass(SJ to obtain a super- jo ~ h ~ h ~ 5 X 10-7 A/cm 2, Hx ~ Hz ~ 10-10 Oe, and
lattice in the field of three standing waves. The gradiHy ~ 5 X 10-9 Oe. We next estimate the amplitude of the
ent term in the drag-current denSity makes the followelectrostatic potential cp ~ 10-8 (11/11£) [volts]. The ratio
ing contribution to the potential cp:
11/11£ depends on the mechanism whereby the energy is
transferred by the carriers to their lattice, and as a
(3.17) rough estimate we can put £ ~ 103 • Then cp ~ 10-5 V.
Ip= 3m(v':(J)')
!~) lEI'.
B. For bismuth, n ~ 2 x 1017 cm-3 and II ~ 1012 sec-l
The first term differs from the Gaponov-Miller formula
(we consider only the contribution of the electrons,
by a factor 1/3 but the second contains the larger
quantity II/lie. This term is connected with the inhomoge- since their mass is much smaller than the mass of the
neous heating of the electrons in the field of the electro- holes). Then a calculation analogous to that carried out
in the preceding subsection leads to the following estimagnetic wave and makes the main contribution to the
mates: jo ~ h ~ h ~ 10-4 A/cm 2, cp ~ 10-4 to 10-5 V,
amplitude of the potential relief. As a result, the amHx ~ Hz ~ 10-7 Oe, and Hy ~ 10-5 Oe. All these quantiplitude of the potential of our super lattice is larger by
ties are proportional to the power of the waves penetrattwo or three orders of magnitude than that considered
by Bass(SJ.
ing the crystal.
<p(r) ='1'(0) exp {ik,x+k"z}.

z<O.

<p(r) =<p(d) exp (ik,x+k,(d-z)}.

z>d.

(3.16)

(f-

The contribution of the gradient term to the effective electric field of the structure can be much larger
than the corresponding contribution to the usual optoelectrical field. The reason is that the characteristic
spatial scale of the change of the optoelectrical field is
equal to the damping length of the wave (1m kl, 2fl, and
the characteristic spatial scale of the wave structure
is equal to its period 21T1 kx l-1. In the case of weakly
damped waves, the contribution of the gradient term to
the field of the structure is I kxl /(Im kl, 2) » 1 times
larger than the corresponding contribution to the optoelectrical field. This circumstance can be used in principle to increase the sensitivity of optoelectrical pickups.
The main premises under which our calculation is
valid coincides with those used by Perel' and Pinskii, (7 J,
namely:
a) the spatial period ,\ of the wave structure is large
enough to satisfy the inequality
where I is the electron mean free path;
b) the electron temperature differs little from T;
c) it is assumed that

n",

The periodic wave structure produced in a conducting medium as a result of carrier dragging by crossed
electromagnetic waves differs both qualitatively and
quantitatively from the structures considered earlier(SJ.
The qualitative difference lies in the onset of closed
currents periodically distributed in space, which generate a stationary magnetic field. This phenomenon
makes it possible to modulate in principal the parameters of the medium over a length greatly exceeding the
depth of the damping of the electromagnetic waves. In
particular, in the case of a plate whose thickness
greatly exceeds the depth of damping of the waves, but
is comparable with the period of the superstructure, it
is possible to observe on its opposite side the presence
of a stationary periodic potential relief.
From the quantitative point of view, the potential relief produced as a result of carrier dragging can have
an amplitude larger by several orders of ma~itude
than the potential relief investigated by Bass SJ. In addition' for weakly damped waves the effective electric
field of the structure can greatly exceed in magnitude
the usual ferroelectric field.

« T.

It must be stated that Bass(SJ and Gaponov and Miller(6 J did not use the carrier mean free path as a parameter of the problem. However, the fact that the
formula for the Gaponov-Miller effective potential is
obtained from frictionless equations of motion of the
electron allows us to conclude that their results are
valid for structures whose period is much shorter than
the mean free path.

4. We confine ourselves to order-of-magnitude estimates, since the details of the phenomena depend significantly on the polarizations of both waves and on the
transmission coefficients. We assume that the power of
the waves inside the crystal is S ~ 1 W/ cm 3 (in which
case the heating of the sample can be neglected), and
consider the isotropic semiconductor Ge or Bi (in which
the anisotropy effect can be neglected) at room temperature. We are interested here in the frequency '" ~ 1012
sec-I, corresponding to a structure period 0.1 cm.
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